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Picture Product name Description SKU CAD

1967 Antenna Bezel Reproduction of the chrome bezel used to secure the antenna on
1967 A-body models including Dart and Valiant models.

DDIC2770138 23.50

1967 Antenna Set Reproduction of the original style antenna which mounts on the
front fender. Includes the cable, mast, chrome bezel, nut and all
other mounting hardware. This antenna will fit and function
correctly.

DDICMN1394 319.18

1967-1976 Mopar Body Antenna Gasket (Cork Style) Premium quality reproduction of the original cork style antenna
gasket designed for use on most all 1964-76 A, B and E-body
Dodge and Plymouth models. Each gasket is manufactured to
replicate the original in appearance, fitment and functionality.

DDICMD2099 6.70

Early Birds Order Hotline: 1 800 463 0546

1968-1969 Dart Antenna Bezel Mopar Authentic reproduction of the chrome bezel used to secure
the antenna on 1968-69 Dart models.

DDIC2889927 23.50

1968-1974 Antenna Lock Nut Reproduction of the original antenna lock nut for all 1968-74 A, B
and E-body models. This piece is required to secure your
antenna and it features correct chrome plating.

DDICMB2026 23.50

1968-1974 Antenna Set Replacement telescoping antenna sets for various 1968-74
A-body models. Replace your damaged or missing original with a
quality reproduction. Features correct chrome finish, and includes
the OE style mast, retainer, bezel, gasket, coax cable and
retainer nut.

DDICMA1538 161.26

1968-1976 Manual Antenna These OE style antennas use all metal OE quality mounting parts
to look just like the original Mopar antenna. The mast is chrome
plated brass for exceptional longevity, and the antenna cable is
included.Applications:1968-70 Dart1968-74 Valiant1970-74
Duster1971-72 Demon1973-76 Dart Sport

DDICMA4742 117.58

1968-1976 Power Antenna These fully automatic antennas look like the original antenna
when extended, using OE style mounting bezels and hardware,
but retracts fully into the fender when the radio is turned off. This
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DDICMA4740 235.18



makes it an ideal solution for those with car covers, no need to
remove the mast every time you put the cover
onApplication:1968-70 Dart1971-72 Demon1973-76 Dart Sport

1971-1974 Mopar A-Body Antenna Bezel Reproduction antenna bezel for various 1968-74 A-body models
except Barracuda. Replace your pitted original with a quality
replacement that features correct chrome plating.

DDICMA1539 26.86

Early Birds specializes in hard-to-find Dart/Demon parts and has been serving you for over 25 years. 
Call us at 1 800 463 0546 Mon - Fri 9:00 AM - 4:00 PM (EST) - we know our cars!
Fax your order: (416) 630 8794

Our Mailing Address: 
Early Birds
25 Saunders Road, Unit 9
Barrie, Ontario
L4N 9A7
Canada
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